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Abstract
In this paper we describe an extension of a recently developed lattice Boltzmann method for solving the advection–diffusion
equation. Our proposed approach allows to couple grids of different grid resolutions and includes a staggered timestepping scheme,
interpolations in space and time and finally a scaling step ensuring the continuity of the desired macroscopic quantities across the
grid interface.
After validating the basic lattice Boltzmann method on a uniform grid by a convergence study of analytic problems we
demonstrate the consistency of our approach by solving benchmark problems and comparing results on uniform grids and multiply
locally refined grids.
c© 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Advection–diffusion problems arise in many applications involving transport phenomena. Examples include the
transport of contaminants in groundwater, sediment transport processes and miscible fluid flow problems in various
contexts. When such problems are dominated by advection, the numerical treatment becomes difficult, as numerical
methods either introduce artificial diffusion or lead to excessive oscillations. In this work, our aim is to construct a
lattice Boltzmann method which behaves favourably in advection-dominated cases and can be coupled easily with
state-of-the-art lattice Boltzmann fluid solvers working on hierarchical grids as described e.g. in Ref. [1]. The latter
requirement is met when both the fluid flow problem and the advection–diffusion problem are solved on the same
spatial grid and temporal resolution.
Early lattice Boltzmann models for solving the advection–diffusion equation have been described by Flekkøy [2]
and Wolf-Gladrow [3]. Later, van der Sman and Ernst [4,5] developed a scheme which also works on irregular
Bravais lattices. Recently, Ginzburg [6] described a family of lattice Boltzmann schemes for the advection–diffusion
equation also allowing for anisotropic diffusion and providing many parameters allowing a fine tuning of the numerical
properties of the method.
For this work, we choose one member of Ginzburg’s family of methods which is described in Section 2. In Section 3
we describe our coupling algorithm. In Section 4 we first perform convergence studies on uniform grids and then show
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the consistency of our coupling algorithm by solving benchmark problems and comparing results on uniform grids
and multiply locally refined grids.
2. Lattice Boltzmann scheme for advection–diffusion equation









with an externally given velocity field Eu(Ex, t) and diffusion coefficient D(Ex, t). Einstein’s summation convention
applies for Greek indices here as well as in the remainder of the paper.
The basis of our algorithm is one particular member of the family of advection–diffusion LB algorithms described




(0, 0) : q = 0
(cos [(q − 1)pi/2] , sin [(q − 1)pi/2]) : q = 1, 2, 3, 4. (2)
The collision operator reduces to a BGK-type [8] relaxation. Thus, the basic lattice Boltzmann algorithm is given as
fq
(
Er +1t Eξq , t +1t
)
= fq (Er , t)+ λ
[
fq (Er , t)− f eqq (Er , t)
]
, (3)
which can be interpreted as a local collision step and propagation of the post-collision distributions to the neighboring
nodes. Following Ginzburg [6], the collision eigenvalue λ is chosen as
λ = −3+√3 (4)
to provide the optimal convection solution. The equilibrium distributions are given by
f eqq = s
(
tq + 13a
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The weights tq are given by
t0 = 13 , tq =
1
6
for q 6= 0. (8)
t (e)q is a basis vector which can be obtained from a second-order polynomial in Eξq :
t (e)0 = −2, t (e)q =
1
2
for q 6= 0. (9)











for q 6= 0. (10)
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Fig. 1. Grid layout and attributes of the nodes; use of interpolating second-order boundary conditions [10] ensures that the boundary for the coarse
grid is aligned with the boundary for the fine grid.
3. Model extension for non-uniform grids
The use of locally refined meshes for the direct discretization of the Navier–Stokes equations is mandatory for an
efficient solution of CFD problems.
Therefore we use recursively refined quadtree grids in 2D (Fig. 1), resulting in 1xl1 = 2l1−l21xl2 with {l1, l2}
representing refinement levels. Due to the coupling of space and time discretization 1x = c1t , this leads to a nested
timestepping scheme, i.e. for each grid level l we have 1tl = c1xl . If the speed of sound and the kinematic viscosity
are assumed to be equal on all grid levels (Mach and Reynolds number equal on all grids), then two timesteps on the
finer grid have to be done during one timestep on the coarser mesh [9]. An approach where the Mach number is scaled
down on finer grid levels to ensure a faster convergence to the incompressible Navier–Stokes equations can be found
in Ref. [11]. That approach requires four timesteps on the fine grid during one timestep on the coarse mesh.
When two Cartesian grids of different resolution are glued together, it is necessary to interpolate the distributions
during the propagation step from the coarse to the fine grid, as the fine grid contains ‘hanging’ nodes which do not
have neighbor nodes in all propagation directions. For such a node the distributions have to be interpolated in space
with at least quadratic accuracy. We use cubic interpolations in space to improve symmetry and linear interpolations
in time.
However, the multiscale analysis of the LB equations on different grid levels reveals that it is not sufficient to
interpolate the distributions during the propagation step from the coarse to the fine grid. For hydrodynamical LB
models, it was first shown in Ref. [9] that in order to obtain smooth transitions for pressure, velocity and stresses,
one has to rescale the non-equilibrium distributions and the nodal values for 1t
τ
to match the physical value of the
kinematic viscosity [12]. A description of details of the mesh refinement procedure can be found in Refs. [13–16]. In
the following, the scaling procedure for the advection–diffusion model described in Section 2 shall be described.
From the Taylor expansion of Eq. (3) and using the abbreviation f neqq = fq − f eqq for the non-equilibrium parts of
the distributions, we find
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Table 1
Convergence study of diffusion and advection of a concentration field on a uniform grid
eL2 for case I = 1 I = 2 I = 4 I = 8 I = 16
1 2.00e−02 5.05e−03 1.29e−03 3.22e−04 8.04e−05
2 2.47e−02 5.15e−03 1.28e−03 3.22e−04 8.04e−05
3 2.49e−02 5.16e−03 1.29e−03 3.22e−04 8.05e−05
= O(1t2). (13)
Summation over q and division by 1t yields
∂s
∂t































As in Eq. (15) the collision eigenvalue λ and the microscopic velocities Eξq are grid invariant, from the requirement
that the total variation of the concentration DsDt be grid invariant it follows that in this LB model the non-equilibrium
parts of the distribution functions must not be scaled between grids of different resolution. This is in contrast to the
standard approach for the momentum equations.
In conventional hydrodynamical LB models [15] the equilibrium distributions depend only on the macroscopic
velocity and pressure and are thus not scaled. On the contrary, in the advection–diffusion LB model described in
Section 2 the equilibrium distributions depend not only on the moments of the distribution functions, but also on the
level-dependent timestep Eq. (7). Taking this into account, the complete scaling step looks as follows:
fq,c = f (eq)q (s, Eu,1tc)+
[




4.1. Convergence study on uniform grids
We simulate advection and diffusion of a concentration field over a timespan T . The concentration field is initialized
as a Gaussian hill with s0(Ex) = exp[−Ex2/(2σ 2)]. We use five different computational resolutions I ∈ {1, 2, 4, 8, 16}
such that 1x = σpi/(√15.625I ) and 1t = T/(320I 2). Periodic boundary conditions were used. This introduces
an error for any finite size of the computational domain. In this case the computational domain was a square with
an edge length of L ≈ 40σ , so that the error was negligible. For a diffusion constant D = 0.0011x2/1t , the
analytical solution for time t = T is given by sT (Ex) = exp{−(Ex − Exadv)2/[2(1+ 0.04096pi2)σ 2]}/(1+ 0.04096pi2),
where Exadv = E0 (case 1, pure diffusion), Exadv ≈ (0.80954piσ, 0) (case 2, diffusion and advection parallel to
x-axis) and Exadv ≈ (0.80954piσ, 0.16191piσ) (case 3, diffusion and diagonal advection), respectively. Case 2
corresponds to a uniform and time-independent advectional velocity of Eu = (0.01/I, 0)1x
1t , case 3 corresponds to
Eu = (0.01/I, 0.002/I )1x









implies summation over all grid nodes. The results shown in Table 1 clearly indicate quadratic asymptotic
convergence.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of dispersion coefficients D∗/D in Taylor–Aris dispersion, u = 0.011x/1t , Pe = Hu/D.
Table 2
Convergence study of dispersion coefficient in Taylor–Aris dispersion at Pe = 180, D∗analytic/D = 155.29
I 1 2 4
D∗num/D 157.0 155.71 155.39
(D∗num − D∗analytic)/D∗analytic 1.1% 0.27% 0.067%
4.2. Taylor–Aris dispersion on uniform grids
Dispersion in a channel between parallel plates under Poiseuille flow has been described by Taylor [17] and
Aris [18]. Dispersion occurs as the combined effect of velocity variations across the channel and molecular diffusion.
Starting from any initial distribution, the concentration averaged over the channel height will be approximately
Gaussian distributed after a sufficient time span and the dispersion coefficient D∗ measures the temporal change
of the variance, D∗ = 12 dσ
2
dt . Analytically, the dispersion coefficient in a channel of height H is given as
D∗ = D(1 + Pe2/210) with Pe = Hu¯/D, where u¯ signifies the average velocity, i.e. u is given as u(y) =
1.5u¯(H2 − 4y2)/H2, y ∈ [−H/2, H/2]. The time T required to reach a regime with a stable temporal change
of the variance is T = G(Pe)H/u¯ with G an approximately linear function depending on the initial conditions.
Numerical tests were performed with H = 181x and u¯ = 0.011x/1t at different Pe´clet numbers. Periodic
boundary conditions were used in both dimensions. The extent L of the computational domain in flow direction had
to be chosen large enough not to introduce a significant error due to boundary conditions, i. e. L  T u¯. Periodic
boundary conditions in cross-channel direction together with symmetry of the flow field and the concentration field
with respect to the channel mid-axis ensure that the net diffusive fluxes over the channel boundaries equal zero.
At the largest Pe´clet number we used, Pe = 2500, T ≈ 700 0001t and we chose L = 25 0001x , such that
the computation required ∼3 × 1011 node updates. For the various values of Pe that were examined, the numerical
dispersion coefficient generally did not differ from the analytical solution by more than 2% (Fig. 2).
For the case of Pe = 180, we use three different computational resolutions I ∈ {1, 2, 4}, H = 18I1x and
u¯ = (0.01/I )1x/1t , D = 0.0011x2/1t . As shown in Table 2, the numerical dispersion coefficient converges to the
analytical solution, the error being proportional to 1/I 2.
4.3. Diagonal advection–diffusion test case
In this test case we again simulate advection and diffusion of a concentration field initialized as a Gaussian hill
by a constant velocity field, this time propagating the concentration peak over several subdomains of different grid
refinement levels (Fig. 3).
This test case was computed for different advection velocities ux1t/1x ∈ [0.005, 0.10]. Generally we observed
excellent agreement of the solutions on uniform and non-uniform grids (Fig. 4) below a grid Pe´clet number of
Pe = ux1xc/D ≈ 50, where 1xc is the distance of neighboring points on the coarsest level. For higher grid Pe´clet
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Fig. 3. Test case for advection and diffusion. The concentration field initialized as a Gaussian hill is diagonally advected over subdomains of
different grid refinement levels.
Fig. 4. Comparison of the diagonal advection–diffusion test case on uniform and non-uniform grids after 23 000 timesteps 1xc/c. Eu/c =
(0.005, 0.001), D1tc/1x2c = 0.0001.
Fig. 5. Comparison of the diagonal advection–diffusion test case on uniform and non-uniform grids after 2300 timesteps 1xc/c. Eu/c =
(0.05, 0.01), D1t/1x2c = 0.001.
numbers, the solutions for the non-uniform grid suffer from an increasing distortion. Also, for high grid Pe´clet numbers
anisotropic effects could be observed even on the uniform grid, increasing with the magnitude of the advection velocity
(Fig. 5).
Based on the analytical solution for that test case, we can compute the L2 error of the numerical solution according
to Eq. (17). Fig. 6 shows that the errors for the non-uniform settings are slightly higher than for the corresponding
uniform ones, especially when the tracer is back in the unrefined domain after passing through the refined patches.
However, it should be noted that the test cases in this paper are designed to study the negative influence of grid
refinement. While demonstrating positive effects of grid refinement is beyond the scope of this paper, it is useful in
many different cases. Here three typical scenarios are given:
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Fig. 6. L2 errors over time for the simulations corresponding to Figs. 4 and 5. At T = 4, the tracer reaches the second refinement level, the third
level is entered at T ≈ 6 and left at T ≈ 7T = 8 is the state depicted in those figures after leaving the highest refinement levels.
Fig. 7. L2 errors over time for non-uniform meshes of different resolutions. The first level refinement is reached at T = 3, the third level is entered
at T = 6 and left at T = 7.
• a priori refinement: A priori refinement in advection–diffusion problems is useful when the grid resolution is
adapted to locally varying material properties in the domain (e.g. in aquifers) [19], or when we can identify regions
of the domain where an especially accurate solution is required.
• adaptive refinement: Algorithms like the one described in Ref. [20] (for multiphase flow) can be used to track and
resolve zones of high concentration gradients.
• coupling with LB fluid solvers: Efficient LB fluid solvers [1] rely on the same type of grids and similar algorithms
as those described in this paper. This similarity allows for easier and more efficient coupling.
To demonstrate the convergence properties of the algorithm for non-uniform grids we simulate the test case on a
mesh similar to the one in Fig. 3 (Mesh 1), and two other meshes which are globally refined such that 1x2 = 121x1
for mesh 2 and 1x3 = 141x1 for mesh 3. The diffusion coefficient was held constant at D = 0.0011x/1t with 1x
and1t the lattice units on the coarsest level of each mesh respectively. Advection velocities were Eu = (0.1, 0.02)c on
mesh 1, Eu = (0.05, 0.01)c on mesh 2 and Eu = (0.025, 0.005)c on mesh 3. L2 errors are displayed in Fig. 7. Increasing
the spatial resolution reduces the error substantially. Over time, we observe an increasing error until T = 3, where the
tracer enters the first refined level. After that, the rate of increase declines until T = 7, where the tracer has already
passed the most refined patch, and rises again after that.
4.4. Isotropic diffusion on non-uniform grids
We test the consistency of our algorithm with respect to isotropic diffusion by solving the pure diffusion equation
for a field initialized as a Gaussian hill. We compare solutions obtained on a uniform grid with those obtained on
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Fig. 8. Test case for diffusion without advection. The concentration field initialized as a Gaussian hill is spreading over several subdomains with
different grid refinement levels.
Fig. 9. Concentration isolines of the diffusion test case on uniform and non-uniform grids after 12 500 timesteps 1xc/c. D1t/1x2c = 0.0064.
The concentration fields are almost perfectly identical for both setups.
a grid where a part of the domain discretized by multiple local refinements is located near the initial Gaussian hill,
potentially spoiling the rotational symmetry of the discretization (Fig. 8).
We compute this benchmark problem using diffusion coefficients in the range of 0.0008 < D1t/1x2c < 0.009.
For larger values of D we observed the onset of numerical instability, as the diffusion constant in lattice units with
respect to the most refined grid exceeds a critical value of Dcr > 16 × 0.0091x2f /1t = 0.1441x2f /1t . The same
value was also observed to be critical in simulations on a uniform grid. In the range of stability, the simulations on the
non-uniform grids agree well with the simulations on uniform grids, as can be seen qualitatively in Fig. 9. For a more
quantitative comparison, we compare the solution obtained with a regular grid with the one obtained on the refined
grid along a cut through the domain, plotting the pointwise relative error in Fig. 10. We find that close to the peak the
maximum relative error is 0.2%. While the relative error rises sharply to about 2% with rising distance from the peak,
the absolute difference between the solutions has a maximum in the peak region.
For the simulations on the refined grid, we did not encounter stability problems even for very low diffusion
coefficients D1t/1x2c < 1e − 06.
5. Conclusion
We presented an extension of an efficient LB model for advection–diffusion problems introduced in Ref. [6] for
non-uniform grids. As the extended model basically inherits the accuracy and stability of the base model in terms of
grid Pe´clet number, it allows an efficient solution of advection–diffusion problems on locally refined cartesian meshes
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Fig. 10. Relative error of solution on non-uniform mesh vs. solution on regular mesh along a cut through the domain.
and can thus be regarded as mandatory prerequisite for adaptive LB simulations of advection–diffusion problems on
hierarchical grids. The extension to three dimensions is theoretically straightforward and will be the subject of a future
publication.
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